Abstract. In this note we provide an explicit construction of all epimorphisms between finite axled n-valued Moisil algebras and we determine its number, generalizing our results obtained for three-valued Lukasiewicz algebras in [8] .
Introduction A De Morgan algebra is a pair ( A, where A is a bounded distributive lattice and
A -> A is a map verifying: ~ ~ x = x, ~ (x Ay) = ~ x V ~ y. If n > 2 an n-valued LM-algebra [2] , is a De Morgan algebra where <Ji, 1 < i < n -1 are unary operators defined on L such that, for every x, y £ L: LI) crj(x V y) = OiX V <j{y, 1 < i < n -1. L2) OiX V ~ G{X = 1, 1 < z < n -1.
L3) Oi((Tjx
= <jjX, 1 < i, j < n -1.
L4)
x) -~ on-iX, 1 < i < n -1.
L5) <J\X < (J2X < • • • < crn_\X.
L6) If <JiX = <Jiy, for i = 1, 2,..., n -1 then x = y.
For short we shall say that L is a n-valued M-algebra, [1] . Every Boolean algebra is a 2-valued M-algebra and every 2-valued M-algebra is a Boolean algebra [1] .
If L is a n-valued M-algebra and Bi(L) = {x € L : <rjX = x}, 1 < i < n -1, then B\{L) = B2(L) = ..
. = Bn-\(L)
is a Boolean algebra [1] , [2] , We denote this Boolean algebra by B(L).
If n G N, n > 2, set C n = \ , 3 . : 0 < ? < n -1 1. Then C n I (w -1) J j j is a bounded distributive lattice. If we define ~ = 1 and n -1 n -1 0, if k + j < n and a^ ( \n -1 = 1, if k + j > n where 1 < k < n -1 and 0 < j < n -1, then Cn is a n-valued M-algebra. 
Post and axled algebras
A n-valued M-algebra L is called a n-valued Post algebra [2] , if there exist ci, C2, • •., cn-2, cn_ 1 = 1 G L, called the centers of L, such that a-iCj -0, if i + j < n and OiCj = 1, if i + j > n.
The following concept was introduced by Moisil [3] in the case of threevalued algebras. Every Boolean algebra is an axled n-valued Moisil algebra with axes a3 = 0, 1 < « < n -2. The axes are uniquely determined [2] . If L is an axled n-valued M-algebra, then [2] :
(A3) atas = auav for all t, s, u, v such that t + s > n and u + v > n, 1 < t,u < n -1, 1 < s,i; < n -2, (A4) ai < a2 < ... < an_2, n-1
3=2
It is well known that every n-valued Post algebra is an axled n-valued M-algebra but the converse is not true.
The cardinality of a finite set X is denoted by |X|. If L is a n- 
Number of epimorphisms 3
If L is a n-valued axled M-algebra then ( [2] , page 193) L = [<r n _iai) x (<j n _iai| where [<7 n -iai) is a Boolean algebra and (cr n _iai] is a n-valued Post algebra. If L is neither a Boolean algebra nor a n-valued Post algebra then cr n _iai G B(L) \ {0,1}. Indeed, if cr n _iai = 0 then by (A3) <Jia n -i = o n -\a\ -0, for all i, 1 < i < n -1, so by (A2) a n -\x < <j\ V <Jja n _i = <j\x V 0 = a\x and as G\x < x < cr n -ix we have o\x = x which implies x G B(L) for all igL. Therefore L is a Boolean algebra and this contradictes our assumption. If a n -iai = 1 then the elements c» = a^ for i = 1, 2,..., n-2 and i = 1 verify <JiCj -0, if i + j < n and OiCj = 1, if i + j > n, so L is a n-valued Post algebra, contradicting again our assumption.
If L is a finite axled n-valued M-algebra, \L\ > 1 and b is an atom of
B(L).
As b < 1 =~ a n _iai V cr n _iai and ~ a n -ia\, a n -\a\ € B{L) then b < ~ a n -\ai or b < a n -\a\.
In [9] we have proved:
(I) If b < ~ a n -ia u then (6] = {0,6} ^ C 2 . (II) If b < a n _iai, and ao = 0, a n _i = 1, then:
Let us now suppose that B(L) has m atoms and b € A{B(L)).
Let us set
and as
This generalizes our results about three-valued Lukasiewicz algebras with axe [6, 7] and is much more precise than Corollary 1.20 of [2] , page 293. If n > 3, let L be a finite axled n-valued M-algebra, then L = x C^, where j, k e Z, j > 0, k > 0.
If j and k are not simultaneously equal to 0, then L is a non trivial axled n-valued M-algebra. It is well known that the homomorphic images of L are determined by the filters [6) where b G B(L), and the quotient algebra L/[b) is isomorphic to the n-valued M-algebra (b] = {x E L : x < b}. As B(L) has 2 ]+k elements then there exist 2 J+fc homomorphic images of L.
Epimorphisms
Let B and B' be Boolean algebras and denote by Epi(B, B') the set of all boolean epimorphisms from B to B'.
If be B and b'
Let L and L' be axled n-valued M-algebras, n > 3, with axes ai,a2, ..., an_2 and a\, a' 2 ,..., o! n _ 2 respectively. Then the following theorem generalizes our results [4, 5, 8] and our Lemma 4.1 [7] .
= a' p for every 1 < j < n -2, and if
we have oiaj = crn_1a n _2, then h(aiaj) = h(a n -ia n -2) = a n -ia' n _ 2 = aia'j.
Let y G L', then as if is a surjective map there exists x 6 L such that H(x) = y, then by (A2) we have (2) a n -\y = a n -iH(x) = H{a n -\x) < H(<j\x
for all j, 2 < j < n -2, and for all y G L'.
From (1) and (2) we have that H(aj) are the axes of L' and as the axes are unique H(aj) = afor all j, 1 < j < n -2.
j=i If k = n -1, as j > 1 then j -1 > 0 so n -1 + j > n and consequently by
Ifl<Jfe<n-2 n-fc-1 n-2
.7=1 j=n-k lil<j<n -k -l then j + A: < n -1 < n so afca^ = 0'. If n -k < j < n -2 then n < A; + j so by (A3) Cfeflj-= C2«n-2-Therefore
From (A2) akx < cr n _\x < cr\x V a2an-2 then h(akx) < /i(<Jix V <T2a"_2) = /i(ctix) V h(a2a n -2) = /¿(cix) V a2a' n _ 2 -Therefore we have proved 
If 6 € -B(L) then

If 1 < k < n -1, then by (T4) akH(x A y) = h(ak(x A y)) = h{akx A aky) =
= h(crkx)
A h(aky) = akH(x) A o-fe ii(y) = ok{H{x) A so from (L6) we get:
As H is an extension of h and a k x € B{L) for all A;, 1 < k < n -1 then
for every k 1 < k < n -1.
By (T4), ifl<fc<n-l then (2) akH{x) = h(akx).
From (1) and (2) it follows:
If 1 < k < n -1, by (T4) we know
By L4) ak ~ H(x) = ~ an-kH(x)
so from (T4) and L4) ( °kV < Gn-lD < V V cr2a^_2 therefore ((J2a'n_2 V <7iy) A aky = OkV so
4) ak ~ H{x) = ~ h(an-kx) = h{~ an-kx) = h(akx).
From (3) and (4) it follows a& ~ H(x) =
By (T4) and (1) it follows:
If L and L' are n-valued Post algebras, n > 3, ci, C2,..., c n _2, cn_i = 1 and c'l5 C2,..., c'n_2, c'n_1 = 1' are the centers of L and L' respectively, then
Proof. As n > 3 then 2n -3 > n so <7"_icn_2 = 1 and therefore
• If L and L' are axled n-valued M-algebras with axes a\, 02,..., a n -2 and a'j, a'2,..., a'n_2 respectively, then: and by Theorem 3.1, (T33) the extension of h to L is the epimorhism H, then 5(h) = H, so <5 is a surjective map. In [8] we have given another proof of (*). 
